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HIMSS Analytics 2018, ‘Electronic Medical Record Adoption Model’, accessed Oct 2018 <www.himssanalytics.org>



Current EMR Adoption
Hospitals at Stage 7 of EMRAM

◦ Hospitals in the United States – 351 (6.4%)

◦ Hospital in Australia – 2

Hospitals at Stage 6 of EMRAM
◦ Hospital in the United States – 1854 (33.8%)

◦ Hospital in Australia – 3 (0.2%)

New Zealand has 3 district health boards at stage 5

EPAS – South Australia’s EMR since 2011
◦ Cost to date: AUD $471 million

◦ Not implemented at NALHN Lyell McEwin Hospital

◦ Currently at Stage 5 of EMRAM



Benefits of EMR
Computerisation of data entry to achieve legible documentation – Schuler 2010

Reducing duplication of administration data by providing access to all the 
team – Australian Nursing Federation 2007

76% reduction of errors in discharge summaries – Lisby 2005

18-30% reduction in average length of stay – Hopper  et al. 2009, Murphy et al. 2009, Rotter et al. 2010 



Objective: To develop a minimum cost 
EMR
Create my own program?

or

Use existing technology

Use existing hospital infrastructure

Minimal change = minimal retraining = easier to implement



Microsoft Word
Familiar word processing capabilities

Spell check

Ctrl + Z = Undo

Widely available =  Minimise Cost $$

Widely used =  Minimal retraining           
=  Easier to implement



Method: Use Word to create a template 
for electronic medical documentation
Why use a template?

Easy to use & consistent layout

Automation features improve note generation efficiency

Ensures inclusion of important information
◦ Date & time

◦ Doctor identification

◦ Doctor contact information



Template demo
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Template demo
Load screen and error message

Copy and paste into dc synopsis

Thick volume picture
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Confidentiality
Uses hospital IT network, and therefore its cyber security 

Restricted access folder
o Requires personal login to computer

o Requires departmental permission for IT to grant access

Deletion of soft copies
o Computer templates are deleted upon discharge summary completion

Records are only kept in paper form in clinical files

 Access permits are time restricted to the period of your rotation on the 
medical team



Pilot interventional study
Pre-intervention month: May 2018

Intervention months: June and July 2018

General Medical Ward, Lyell McEwin Hospital
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Results: Pre-post intervention data 
comparison





Where to from here?
Inclusion of admission process into the template

Inclusion of medication charts

Stepping stone to EPAS arrival



Conclusion:
Electronic medical records in a Word document

This pilot intervention was a successful proof of concept

Cost of our intervention
◦ Conception and creation of the template = $0

◦ Hospital infrastructure integration = $0

◦ Implementation with minimal staff retraining = $0

◦ ~20 sheets of paper to get proper alignment and printing orientation = $2.00

◦ Average cost of 1 cup of coffee in Adelaide = $3.50

It is possible to attain the benefits of EMR for minimum cost
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